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ABSTRACT

Recent research on machine learning focuses on audio source
identification in complex environments. They rely on extract-
ing features from audio signals and use machine learning tech-
niques to model the sound classes. However, such techniques
are often not optimized for a real-time implementation and in
multi-source conditions. We propose a new real-time audio
single-source classification method based on a dictionary of
sound models (that can be extended to a multi-source setting).
The sound spectrums are modeled with mixture models and
form a dictionary. The classification is based on a comparison
with all the elements of the dictionary by computing likeli-
hoods and the best match is used as a result. We found that
this technique outperforms classic methods within a tempo-
ral horizon of 0.5s per decision (achieved 6% of errors on a
database composed of 50 classes). Future works will focus on
the multi-sources classification and reduce the computational
load.

Index Terms— real-time, audio identification, statistical
learning, mixture models, sound classification.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio source classification is a vast and trendy topic in ma-
chine learning, and can be divided into three groups. Music
Information Retrieval (MIR) aims at recognizing musical in-
struments [1] or musical genres [2] from musics. Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) aims at detecting and identify-
ing speakers in audio recordings [3]. Environmental Sound
Recognition (ESR) aims at recognizing classes of sounds that
are neither music nor speech [4]: for instance, airplanes or
gunshots.

Typical audio source classification methods include two
stages. The first one consists in extracting features from the
signals using audio descriptors [5]. Common features are tem-
poral (energy, zero crossing rate,...), spectral (Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient, centroid,...) or harmonic (fundamental
frequency, inharmonicity,...). This step extracts relevant in-
formation from the signal and can be seen as a dimension
reduction. The second one uses machine learning algorithm to
model the sound classes based on the previous features. Com-
monly used algorithms are Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)

[6, 7], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [8, 9], Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) [10, 11] or Neural Networks (NN) [12, 13].
More recently, research focuses on neural networks and uses
them for features extraction and classification at the same time.
These networks often involve convolutional layers and deep
architecture (Deep Convolutional Neural Network, DCNN) to
model fine details in signals [3, 14].

In this study, we develop an audio single-source classifica-
tion system based on a dictionary of models in a probabilistic
framework, using the mixture model theory [15]. Indeed, the
future goal of this research is to identify several sound sources
at the same time, which is merely impossible with the current
techniques. The use of mixture models allows to deal with
mixture of sounds and therefore to identify simultaneous audio
sources. Each sound spectrum is modeled by a mixture model
and all the models constitute a dictionary. The classification is
performed by comparing an unknown signal with the elements
of the dictionary by computing likelihoods, aggregating these
probabilities and taking the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The creation
of the dictionary is presented in Section 2. The single-source
identification procedure that uses the previous dictionary is
detailed in Section 3. The experiments carried out to assess
the performance of the method are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 presents the results of the experiments. Finally, a
brief discussion is presented in Section 6 and concludes the
paper.

2. CREATION OF THE DICTIONARY

The classification algorithm deals with multiple classes
of sounds, denoted Gi, i = 1, ..., I , and a mono-channel
stream. For instance, the classes can be G1 = airplane,
G2 = gunshot. In each group Gi there are multiple
sounds, labeled Cij , j = 1, ..., Ji. For instance in G1,
C11 = airplane 1, and in G2, C23 = gunshot 3. As a typical
signal processing step for real-time application, the sounds
Cij are splitted into buffers, labeled cijk, k = 1, ...,Kij of
size T samples with a time shift of D samples (see Fig. 1). In
a signal notation, cijk = Cij [kD : kD + T ]. In real world
applications, the signal does not necessarily fit correctly into
the buffer. To tackle this problem, Gaussian white noise is
added at the beginning and the end of each sound.
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Fig. 1. A signal (black plain line) splitted into buffers of size
T samples (red empty square) with a time shift of D samples
(blue empty dashed square). Gaussian white noise is added at
the beginning and the end (gray full block).
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Fig. 2. Modeling of the spectrums as histograms. The spec-
trum is represented by the blue dots, the mixture model by a
red plain line and its components by green dotted lines.

The Fourier spectrum of each buffer is computed, denoted
by sijk. Only the first N bins in the spectrum are kept, be-
cause most of the information is included in the low-frequency
content of the signal. As our algorithm is designed to classify
multiple sounds present at the same time, the energy spectrum
is used. Indeed, when two uncorrelated signals are mixed,
their energy spectrums are mixed in the same proportion. The
spectrums are normalized so that they sum up to N :

Sijk[n] = N
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where |z| denotes the modulus of the complex number z. The
square values are considered since we want to keep the addi-
tivity of the spectrums. These spectrums are considered as
histograms and are modeled using a mixture model for binned
data [16] (see Fig. 2). For the sake of clarity, we will drop the
indices (i, j, k) until the end of this section. A mixture model
[15] is a mixture of several probability density functions (pdf),
the components, which represents the distribution of a random
variable. Here the random variable is the frequency f at which
the spectrum is computed, and the pdf is parameterized by a
set of parameters ✓ = (⇡m, µm,�2
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where p(f |✓) means the probability of f parameterized by ✓,
⇡m the mixing coefficients (
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The frequency f is not known precisely: we know only
how many frequencies S[n] fall into the frequency range
⇥

f [n], f [n+1]

⇥

. This framework is close to the one of McLach-
lan [16] except that S[n] is not an integer. Thus, given that
the fs are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), the
probability that one sample falls into

⇥

f [n], f [n+ 1]

⇥

is:

p (S[n]|✓) =
 

Z f [n+1]

f [n]
p(f |✓)df

!S[n]

. (2.3)

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm of Demp-
ster [17] is used to estimate the set of parameters ✓. This
algorithm finds the parameters that maximize the likelihood of
the model parameterized by ✓. Given that the S[n]s are i.i.d.,
the likelihood is:

L(✓) = p(S|✓) =
N
Y

n=1

p (S[n]|✓), (2.4)

where S =

⇥

S[1], ..., S[N ]

⇤

. Starting with an initial parameter
estimate ✓(0), the EM algorithm iterates the two following
steps until convergence:
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This model and the related algorithm require the number of
components M in the mixture to be specified. For each buffer,
the optimal number of components is chosen by minimizing
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) of Schwarz [18]:

BIC(M) = �2 logL
⇣

b✓
⌘

+ d logN, (2.5)

where b✓ denotes the Maximum Likelihood (ML) value of ✓
and d = 3M � 1 is the dimension of ✓, with M varying from
1 to 20 in this case. The estimated parameters are gathered
into

n

b✓ijk

o

, with k = 1, ...,Kij , j = 1, ..., Ji, i = 1, ..., I ,
which is named the dictionary.

3. IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE

Once the dictionary is computed (this corresponds to the learn-
ing step), it can be used to identify unknown sounds. Suppose
that at a time r there is a new buffer which is transformed into
a normalized energy spectrum Sr. The identification process



consists in finding the correct label Gr
i by aggregating the

following probabilities:

1. Compute the likelihoods of all the models of the dictio-
nary p
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, for k = 1, ...,Kij ,
j = 1, ..., Ji and i = 1, ..., I using Eq. (2.4).

2. Compute the likelihood of the sound Cr
ij , for j =

1, ..., Ji and i = 1, ..., I:

p(Sr|Cr
ij) =

Kij
X

k=1

p(Sr|crijk)p(crijk|Cr
ij). (3.1)

3. Compute the likelihood the group Gr
i , for i = 1, ..., I:
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4. Finally compute the conditional probability of the group
Gr

i for i = 1, ..., I:
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The decision rule uses R buffers (as in [6]) and is computed
as follows. For each buffer r and each class the classifier
computes a probability p(Gr

i |Sr
). Then these probabilities are

multiplied so as to aggregate the results over a larger temporal
horizon:

p (Gi|S) =
R
Y
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p
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where S =

⇥

S1, ...,SR
⇤

. The MAP estimate is finally taken
on these probabilities: bGi = argmaxGi p (Gi|S).

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Setup of the experiments

Several experiments were carried out to assess the quality of
our sound sources classification algorithm. Three databases
were considered for these experiments. One database (from
A-Volute) was composed of 704 video games sounds divided
into 9 classes. The ESC databases [19] (50 and 10) were also
considered, composed of 2000 environmental sounds from 50
classes for the former and 400 sounds from 10 classes for the
latter. Each sound was resampled to 44.1kHz and the mean
was subtracted to the signal because it caused instability in the
fitting process. Several values were considered for the window
size T and the time shift D, mainly T = [512, 1024, 2048]
samples and D = 512 samples. The number of kept bins N
was set to T/5 which corresponded to approximately 8kHz in

our setting. R was set to 10, that corresponds approximately
to 0.5s.

Each dataset were splitted into a training and a test set for
cross-validation procedure. We used 80% of the set for training
and the remainder for testing. The division was done in a v-
fold manner, with v = 5. The recognition rate, defined by the
number of buffers correctly labeled over the total number of
buffers, was used to assess the performance of the system. In
a cross-validation setting, a recognition rate for each fold was
computed and the cross-validation recognition rate was simply
the mean of the v folds recognition rates.

Three probabilities were introduced in Section 3 and have
to be specified:

• The probability of a buffer cijk given a sound Cij was
set to 1: p(cijk|Cij) = 1 for k = 1, ...,Kij , j =

1, ..., Ji and i = 1, ..., I .

• The probability of a sound Cij given a class Gi was
uniformly distributed over the class Gi: p(Cij |Gi) =

1/#{Gi} for j = 1, ..., Ji and i = 1, ..., I , where
#{A} means the number of elements in A.

• The probability of a class Gi was set to the ratio between
the number of sounds in Gi and the total number of
sounds: p(Gi) = #{Gi}/

P

h #{Gh} for i = 1, ..., I .

4.2. Comparison with other techniques

We compared our algorithm with other state-of-the-art tech-
niques. The first one was a parametric method inspired from
Clavel [6]. Acoustic features were extracted from the signals:
energy, 8 MFCC, spectral centroid, spectral spread, plus the
first and second derivatives. A Principal Component Analysis
step was applied on these descriptors and only the first 13
principal components were kept. The classifier was a standard
GMM.

The second one was a non-parametric method: a DCNN. A
neural network is a set of neurons (computation units) stacked
together in multiple layers that can performs classification or
regression. The input of a layer l is denoted by hl�1, and the
convolutional kernel Wl. The network computes an output hl

by taking an activation function g: hl = g(Wl ?hl�1), where
? is the convolution operation. Recently, the most popular
activation function is the ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit), which
is simply g(X) = max (X, 0) element-wise. After a convo-
lutional layer, a max-pooling operation consisting in merging
adjacent cells by taking the maximum value is applied. We
used the network developed by Piczak [14]. The input was a
log-mel spectrogram with its delta, considered as a 2-channel
images of size 60⇥ 41. The first convolutional layer consisted
in 80 filters of size 57⇥ 6, with a max-pooling of size 4⇥ 3.
The second convolutional layer consisted in 80 filters of size
1 ⇥ 3, with a max-pooling of size 1 ⇥ 3. Finally, two fully
connected layers composed of 5000 units each and a softmax
layer ended the network.



Table 1. The recognition rates in % of the considered methods
on the different datasets (A-Volute, ESC-50 and ESC-10).

A-Volute ESC-50 ESC-10

Parametric method 73.6 45.5 73.5
Non-parametric method 46.6 53.2 76.0
Our algorithm 96.5 94.0 96.0
Human 91.8 81.3 95.7

For each previous technique, the hyperparameters were
adapted so as to have comparable results.

4.3. Human listening tests

Because a human score was available for the ESC dataset [19],
we carried out a listening test on the A-Volute dataset. 21
participants were selected and had to classify 10 sounds from
the 9 classes of the dataset. It gave a rough estimate of the
human good classification rate on this dataset.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Recognition rate

The experiments were carried out for all the values of T .
However, only the results for T = 2048 are shown because
they are the best, and are presented in Table 1. The results
for the A-Volute’s database are the following. The paramet-
ric method achieves 73.6% and the non-parametric method
46.6%. Our algorithm outperforms the current methods by
achieving a recognition rate of 96.5%. Concerning the ESC-
50 database, the parametric method achieves 44%, the non-
parametric method 53.2% and our algorithm 94.0%. Finally,
on the ESC-10 dataset, the parametric method achieves 73.5%,
the non-parametric method 76.0% and our algorithm 96.0%.
It is worth noticing that a human can achieve 91.8% on the
A-Voute dataset, 94.0% on the ESC-50 database and 95.7%
on the ESC-10 database [19]. Our algorithm outperforms
state-of-the-art methods and humans on these databases.

5.2. Complexity and execution time

We evaluate the complexity of the previous algorithms at the
identification step. Our algorithm is mainly concerned with
multiplication. Indeed, by computing the log-probability, com-
putations are just additions and multiplications. All the oper-
ations needed to compute the decision for one buffer can be
resumed as a O(#{D}T/5). The parametric method relies
mainly on computing exponentials and matrix operations (in-
version and determinant), so the complexity is roughly O(d3)
where d is the dimension of the feature vector. The neural
network uses convolutions which are the more expensive op-
erations when evaluating the decision. The complexity is

thus O
⇣

PL
l=1 nl�1(s

1
l s

2
l )nl(m

1
lm

2
l )

⌘

, with L the number of
layers, nl�1 the number of input channels for layer l, sil the
dimensions of the input, nl the number of filters of the layer l
and mi

l the size of the output.
Considering the settings of the experiments, the numbers

of operations needed for one buffer for our algorithm are O(28·
10

6
) (A-Volute database), O(63 · 106) (ESC-10) and O(120 ·

10

6
) (ESC-50), for the parametric method O(2 · 103) and for

the neural network O(14 · 106).
We also report the time needed to compute the decision.

The machine used a Intel R�CoreTMi7-5820K CPU @3.30GHz.
Using a dictionary composed of approximately 70,000 models,
it takes 185ms to the system to infer the decision for one
buffer. By using an NVidia GeForce R�GTX 960 to compute
the multiplications, this computational time can be reduced to
35ms.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The aim of this algorithm is to perform real-time audio multi-
source identification. Up to now, this study examined only
the single-source case. As we can see in the results, our tech-
nique outperforms standard methods (GMM), more recent
algorithms (DCNN) and even humans on both benchmark [19]
and industrial databases. Despite these good recognition rates,
the main advantage of our algorithm is that it can theoretically
handle multi-source conditions. The learning algorithm of
classic techniques would have to learn every combination of
sound classes, which is practically impossible because of the
combinatorial and the amount of data required for training.
Some research on neural networks begins to study polyphonic
identification, as in [20].

The energy spectrum is chosen so as to extend this tech-
nique to the multi-source setting. Indeed, we make the assump-
tion that the additivity of two energy spectrums is preserved
(uncorrelated sources). Mixture models were employed be-
cause they allow a flexible modeling of any signal. Moreover,
in a multi-source setting, the signal model is a mixture of mix-
ture, which is well defined in the mixture model framework.

The real-time constraint requires that the signals are not
known by advances. Besides, we want the system to have a
low latency. This is why such values of T and D were chosen.
However, it is not reach yet. Indeed, the larger the dictionary
the longer it takes to compute the decision. This is why future
work will try to reduce the computation time, for instance by
organizing the dictionary in a binary tree.
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